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Rational
In response to the brief, I have decided to create a personal creative project titled Aquilah Productions after a dig-
ital artefact that I have been developing for years and has become a major part of Bachelor and Communications 
degree sand has been a way for me to express my creativity and passion for photography and videography.

Aquilah Productions is a site that will be created to showcase my work as a portfolio based website in order for po-
tential clients to reach out for my photography, videography services as well as to show to hiring staff on order to 
land a job in the near future.

The intended web-design for Aquilah Production is a minimalist with a focus on visual content. The use of a mini-
mal colour palette and focus on images is due to the visuals on the site acting as entry points to body text as well 
as being a primary element of Aquilah’s design aesthetic.The photographs included within the website layout are 
integral to the design concept as a visual catalogue of the work I have created to cater to the niche market the 
website intends to intrigue, entertain, sell prints and gain potential work.

The site will allow for a contact button for potential clients to email me directly for a freelance job offer or to dis-
cuss potential projects. Another feature of this site will include organising photos that I have taken in the past for a 
clean and professional look. The third feature will be to display my past video edits that I have made. As for the final 
feature a will be a print store for viewers to potentially buy prints of the photos I have taken.
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Colour and typography

Bebas Neue Myriad Variable Concept Surfing Capital 
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